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KE\VC Staff Gets 'The Axe'
.
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On the same day that
KEWC-AM and FM 89.9
supervisors began a drive to
attract listeners, the chairman
of the R-TV Department informed them they had been
relieved of their station duties.
Dr. Howard Hopf said the
dozen students involved were
all flunking or nearly flunking.
He said many hadn't turhed
i.n. assignments or were consistently late to class, and they
all used the radio station as
their excuse.
.. Schooling comes first,"
Hopf said, '"then the· station.
We just want to get them back
into the saddle of studying."
Ttie Monday afternoon
move caught the students by
surprise. "We'r!! tak_ing the
blame for what other people
have done," said AM Station
Manager Bruce Christofferson.
Christofferson and General
Manager Larry Snider both
Both KEWC-AM •~ FM are c,ontinuing on the air with the help denied that they were flunking
of students like Freshman Matt Paitlow, working t~ AM board on any classes. "I pulled a 3.6
the 7-8 p.m. shift.
summer quarter," Snider said
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'Tm pulling a solid three point
this quarter.''
Snider said that Hopf
suggested several weeks ago
that some of the radio staff
should be fired. Snider
declined because he didn't
thirJk the move was justified.
"There's a credibi'lity problem-he's lost his credibility," Snider said. "Hopf fell
short of commitments he
made."
.. We did the same thing last
year and· the same thing the
year before," Hopf said. ·•1 ·
don't think you can fault
anybody for looking out for
the students."
Taking ov_er the duties for
the remainder of the quarter,
Assistant Professor Lea Ward
said that she would keep
everyone on their radio shifts.
"People doing news shifts
are to continue. All production work for class credit will
continue for the last ten days,"
Ms. Ward said.
Both Hopf and Snider
e·xpressed optimism that the

radio station s upervisors
-would return to their positions
next quart.er.
In a more guarded statement, Ms. Ward said she
wanted to talk to anyone interested in the positions.
"We'll be taking applications
and planning policies," she
said.
,"All the positions will be
assigned before Christmas so
the station will be running at 6
a.m . the day school opens,"
Ward said .
Students relieved of their
managerial tasks were Snider,
Christofferson,
Dan
Dagsaan-FM station
manager, Barb Magee-FM
program director, Grant
Rosenquist-AM program
director, Kevin Anderson-sales manager, Wendy
Ure-public service director,
Jo Kulczyk-news director,
Chuck Spencer-assistant
news director, and Ron
Emert-publi·c relations director.
Continued Page 2

FacU,lty Senate Hikes
English Requirement
EaJitern Washington State College

Possible Removal

_

~eg. to Scrutinize Judiciary
By Doug Sly
News 'Editor
Nisker's ability to represent stated in a joint resoluti9n
from college administrators
The AS Legislature voted student opinion.
.
Monday to direct the
He (Nisker) would not be 'three years ago?
Legislative Revie~ Committee · truly representing the consento establish criteria for sus of student opinion," said
In other matters, the
· evaluating the performance of Ms. Worthington.
.
legislature took the following
AS Superior Court justices
The legislators also argued actions:
.
·
and AS cabinet members. ·
.that since Nisker would not
-Approved the apThe vote indicated the have a vote at the meeting, his pointments of Chandru
leg.i slature's discontent with • . input would not be considered Sajnani to Placement Comthe AS Superior Court's in- · by eonference members.
mittee and Steve Schroeder to
ability to gather a quorum for
The legislat'ure finally
the Bicentennial Committee.
court dates.
decided to send Nisker to the
-Voted to request Presi· A quorum requires that four meeting J~ obtain an answer to dent Shuck to inform_instituof the six justices attend -a the question: Why bas the tion officials that phone lines
.court hearing.
Evergreen Conference failed to are not to be removed from AS
Several court dates have reduce the yearly number of offices without prior discusbeen postponed this year football games to eight as sion with the AS.
because the court ~failed to
have two~thirds of its members
present at a hearing. Proponents . of the evaluaThe officials stated that they
tion maintain that the same
The EWSC Bus Committee have instructed drivers to
justices are consistently absent
at court hearing·s and that the presented a list of. Magic Bus accept only cash fares on the
Legislative Review Committee: fare discrepencies and com- Cheney-Spokane run.
"We may have a number of
should also look into the plaints to Spokane Transit ofprocedure for removing a ficials in the PUB this Mon- drivers that are not doing their
day.
job, or perhaps it is just human
justice.
The recently calculated _error on their part,'.' said
The item concerning the
performance of A.S justices S.T.S. figures, taken from the Harder ... But to stay on top of
2 I t o the situation, we must know
was listed on the agenda as p e r i o d oJ A p d
November
I,
sho
a
$750 about the Ji>roblems."
'"possible removal of · court
difference between fares acLater in the meeting, the
members."
The legislature also voted to tually collected and the Bus Committee expressed a
send legislator -Gary Nisker as . amount S.T,S. should have desire to change the contract
EWSC's student represen- collected.
between the college and S.T.S.
The
contract stipulations intative to a meeting of the
S.T.S. officials, Chuck HarEvergreen · Athletic Con- mon and Bob Harder, heard clude, .. No pa:sses, discount
requests from the committee tickets, or the like will be
ference.
Legislator Carol Worthing• that the transit system stop the issued, except for transfers and
ton began a long discussion on practice of not collecting the the Spokane Transit System
has the responsibility for
,sending Nisker to the con- correct amount of revenue and
ference meeting, expressi~g stop taking non-existent collecting fares".
The S.T.S. representatives
her d ubts concerning_ passes.
0

By Mark Walker
Staff Writer
By a vote of 21 to 3, the
Academic Senate has adopted
a proposal which will raise the
current English requirements
from eight to ten credit hours.
The new program will be
implemented at the start of the
'76-'77 school year and will
change the current English
courses from four to five credit
hours.
The change stems from a 20man commission created last
year to evaluate Eastern's
current English program.
Their finding prompted one
commission member to comment there is .. inability on the
part of many students to take
an out of class assignment and
do a good job on it."
Students will be required to
enroll in the first course during
their first three quarters of
residence. This means either
English 101 or 201, or the
honors sequence. .

Those students with
deficiencies will be required to
ta~e English 100 which will
- not count towards the 10credit requirement.
An added feature of the
program is a referr al course
offered to faculty to aid them
in placing students who have
w r i t i n g di ff icu It y i n non English courses.
The Academic Senate has
also passed a grading proposal
-will allow the use of pass/no
credit grading in graduate
courses at the 500-600 level.
Also the use of plus and
minus in grading at the
· graduate level will now be
allowed at the discretion of in, dividual professors.
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saw no prq_blem in getting
these ·changes in the contract.
When asked what S.T.S. ·
would do .about the $750 fare
discrepe-ncy. the representatives answered they would ·
review the committee's figures ·
and, if they are accurate,
-S.T.S. should reimburse · the
A.S. for the full amount.
In a closing comment
Harder said, ·•There seems to
be an attitude of. mistrust
between Eastern students and
S.T.S ., but we have bent over Head basketball coach Jerry
back ward's trying to keep Krause previews upcoming cage
things fair for EWSC while season ............. Page I 0
being criticized not quite so
ALSO .. .
fairly."
Harder later expressed Editorials ........... Page 6
Spokane Transit's desire to be Opinion ............. Page 7
an honest, reliable system for Entertainment . . . • . . Page 8,9
Sports ......•... Page 10,11 .
Eastern.

Berkeley Evangelist

Holy Hubert Te~ls His Sto.-y
Hubert uses the moment to
preach the parable of the
By Michael Heavener
stoning to the captive
Entertainment Editor
audience.
"I would rather be a
Holy Hubert stands in the preacher of the Gospel than
mall, surrounded by several President of the United
hundred hostile students, his · States," he says.
face distorted as he preaches
Entered in 1972 Primary
the gospel.
··God loves you, sinner!" he
"I was preaching to so many
shouts at one student, who
students, in 1972 they tried to
tried to pin him down on a
run me against Nixon in the
New Hampshire Primary.
point of biblical fact.
"I'm pessimistic about the
•• 1 would rather preach to an
political future of the nation,"
orderly crowd," he tells an interviewer later, "'but I accept he states emphatically.
'"We need a·nother Paul
and enjoy the interruptions."
· He says he enjoys the
Revere to arouse the citizenry
challenge of bringing the word against the bureaucracy, to
of God to college campuses ... , expose the destruction of
feel inadequate to preach to freedom of the individual."
students.
A snowball lands at Holy
.. There are so many things I Hubert's feet as he recites an
don't know in life. But I study intricate Bible passage from
more than most students, so I memory.
A female heckler, Bible
can answer them.
.. If you don't love 'em you open· to the verse, stands
can't ·reach 'em."
following his every word.
Several students have ap'"Eastern is a wonderful
proach1~d Holy Hubert, as the body of people to speak to.
crowd hoots derisively. One There are a lot of wonderful
has a rock which he demands brains here. The students have
great potential," he says, grinto be stoned with.
ning, "if it wasn't for their dirty hearts.

Alabama, where he was converted to (;:hristianity in 1929.
.. My father drove .me from
home. He didn't want his son
to be a preacher."
He began to travel the
evangelical routes, preaching
before I0,000 to 15,000 people
nightly.

Became Businessman
.. Then I became

a
businessman, in the plumbing
equipment business first and
later in the foundary
business."
.. I spent the money I made
on the ministry. I used it to
preach the Gospel."
He quit his business in 1956
to devote full time to preaching. His campus ministry began in 1965.
.. I was robbed of a gold coin
collection in Boise, Idaho." He
made his way to Portland,
where he preache_d on the
Portland State campus .
.. God led me tq Berkeley,"
where he opened a balf-way
treatment house for heroin addicts.

Broke Up Rally

Holy Hubert preaches to crowds of ~pie despite ha,ing been
beaten several times, robbed and e,en shot at. "Unless I get into the
political arena," he says, "l'11 .pr~ably-be back here in January."
'

He has written two books,
Bless Your Dirty Heart and

The Saints Count Down To Armageddon . . .. Look that up in
the 16th Chapter of
Revelations," he told the interviewer.
.. The second book will be
off the presses next year. From
the response, I believe it to be
a best seller."

He started preaching to the
radicals on the University of
' The sale of his books helps
California campus during the to defray the expenses · of the
anti-war rallies in 1967 and Berkeley half-way house. ..It
· ·Hecklers Defended
1968
costs me $50,000 a year, but a
• • I d o n ' t d i s v a I u e th e
.
.. Many times I broke up the lot of'people have been helped.
th e -illegal anti-war rallies by
The EWSC computer center hecklers. They have
I'm a personal friend of every
courage of moral convictions.
may l)c used for things ot'her · To be ·quiet is a state of pride. presenting ChriS t to them. It one of them."
l han dass projects or adThe church world today is too was rough," he says. ·
He also includes ' among his
,
..They p~t me i•n the hospital
ministrative tasks. ;\ variety of comfortable."
,
seven
times
in
the
first
year
friends.
the promoters of'-the
m ·er C)O games CUil he played
A small group of Christian
Radical Left on the Berkeley
students has gathered around a nd twelve times altogether.''
"ith the computer.
In the same years, Billy campus. Hubert ·speaks of
:\ccl)rding to Academic Holy Hubert, to discuss what Graham called on Hubert to ·
Tom Hayden, Angela Davis
Program Consultant Dr. Joice meaning ·and relevance the Bi- . start the Jesus Movement on
and Jerry Rubin . ." They
Doolittle. these games are a ble holds for college living.
campus. Since then, he's respect me," he says.
One student turns and tells
µood \vay to get introduced to
the interviewer, .. I love him. preached on every major
the computer. She also said
..The last time I was here,
He's such a beautiful American college campus.
the
students were more
that playing with the computer
•• I spoke to the greatest
Christian."
crowd ever gathered at Ohio belligerent. They thought I
can reduce the uncertainties of
Hubert says later, .. My imState. I talked to an even was a stranger with a wi,d wa'y
u,in~ the computer.
pression of students today is
bigger crowd at Kent State . of presenting the truth. You
Some of the games include
high. I wish the political forces
than ·w as at the anti-war rally know, one member of the footCIIOM P. Russian Roulette
esteemed human life as much
bal-1 team became a Christian
the National Guard shot at.
and successful pizza deliveries.
as the students do.
while I was here."
Speaking to Large Crowds .
CHOMP intalcs eating a
•·unless you hate everything
.
..
I
speak
to
25,000
students
that destroys any human
"'I don't accept the fact that
1-.'.nnkie· while trying to avoid
per
week
on
-the
average.
Billy
·
being,
you
don't
love
any
I
can
be defeated," says Holy
the. poison piece. This game is
Graham says I've preached to
human being."
Hubert Lindsey ...Conversion
for t \\·o or more people. Some
more
students
than
any
other
Holy
Hubert
was
born
is
the work of God, the work ·
nl' the general topics include
Hubert Lindsey in Georgia in evangelist,'' Hubert says,
of Christ. If l had to convetr\
different types of athletic con'
I'd be a flop!"
1914. His family moved to proudly. ·
tc"ts and niathcmatics.

Center Provides
Computer Games

Staff Gets Axed
Continued from Pa1e· 1
Emert was working for the
station on a directed study .
Production supervisor Tim
Hicklin retained fits position
with the radio station .
· Snider said he recruited all
the radio personnel and that
Dagsaan, Emert and he had
tried to humanize _the station·
management.
•• I came here because it was
close to home and I went here
before I went into the service,"
Snider said. "As far as I'm
concerned, the radio station
comes first. School comes
second."
.. rm not .g piqg , to. pulJ. agy
radical stunt," Snider said,
'"because I'm a professional.''
· There had been threats agamst
the station initially, made at
the Monday meeting with
Hopf.
.. None of us are suicidal,"
Sni_d er said, emphatically.
"I'm going to co-oper·a te with
Ms. Ward and turn all my
stuff over, because if I don't, it
would be a mess."
Snider said he volunteered
to serve as music director but
his offer was declined, .. since
Hopf doesn't want any of the
staff involved.•~
Hopf said the staff was the
.best ever in history of the
operation. .. But we can't
neglect studies for the radio
operation."

CHARLEY MY BOYS

.
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Col·lege Students!
Se'r vic8.· Cha·r ge,

Kegst Go
Call Ahead to Reserve Kegs
FOOD TO GO
FOOSBALL POOL TABLES

W.1011 BROADWAY 328-8911

.•...

, NEED CAR INSURANCE?
Call

. Ch'-'ck f"isher
424 1st St
234-817~

'

""" ,

.

tNIVeANCI

'

Available only at Spokane's First National Bank. If you are a full time student
at a~y accredited college or university: you're eligible.
Service charge FREE
CHECK I NG. NO minimum balance required, and you can write as many checks
as you wish, absolutely free.
In addition, when you open your service charge free checking. we automatically
open a savings account, providing you single statement banking service.

MAIN OFFICE - 455-6444
LINCOLN BRANCH - 455-6465
INDUSTRIAL PARK BRANCH - 455--6484
INDIAN TRAIL BRANCH - 465-6476
FIVE MILE BRANCH - 455-6470
DRIVE·IN BRANCH - 455-6482
Second & St1111n1

The Best Place To

Buy COLD Weather
Clothln..
,
CHENEY DEPT. STORE
Nov. 20, 1171
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Information Center Set Up
To PromoteUµderStanding
By Sunni Freyer ·
Feature Editor

.

.. The earth does· not belong
to man; man belongs to the
~arth."
This quote inscribed on the
wall of the . U.S. Pavilion
provided . the inspiration for
the establishment of the
Center for Environmental
Understanding. (CEU)
When completed, CEU will
be composed of an Environmental
Exploratorium,
information Center and an
Outdoor Learning Program.
. The program's creators plan
to locate the Center within a
building on the Spokane
Riverfront Park.
Presently, CEU is in the
beginnin·g or developing
stages. Room 109, Monroe
Hall, is the headquarters for
CEU, where three CETA
funded members are laying
plans, writing grants and
generating material to get it
started.
Construction of the Center
is anticipated to begin in late
1976 according to a brochure
on CEU.

Another program planned is
The program will operate on
the Information Center which the assumption that an unwill ho·use up-to-date books, dersfanding of the biosphere,
periodicals etc. about the en- ecosystems, population, comvironment. It will be staffed munities, food chains and inby a person with special · teraction or organisms with
knowledg~ of these materials. the environment is essential to
The Information Center will help prepare people to paralso have audio-visual equip- ticipate in making intelligent
ment and conference facilities. decisions about the earth.
Because of its central city
Dennis B i as i, CE U
location and proximity to the Graphics Illustrator, said that
YMCA, 1:fncr · yWcA, this the center will also be a place
center could 0e a focal point where the government will
for action pr_ojects employing return to the hands of Che peovolunteers .
pie.
•
The third objective of the
"Environmental policy.s will
CEU would be the establish- be formed at the center," said
ment of the Outdoor Learning Dennis Biasi, "'And will filter
Program. Basically, this will be to the top of the governmental
directed towards families and st ructure."
children of school age.
Presently, interested persons ·
According · to the CEU can help by formulating conbrochure the primary purpose cepts to better serve the needs
is to prompte a basic un ~ . of the community and
derstanding of the biosphere generating ideas which will
and its natural systems.
help get people to participate.-

,;

T~E CEN!ER F~R ~NVIRONMENTAL Understanding, inspared by th•~ quote mscr1bed on the U.S. Pavilion, hopes -to prm·ide
the commumty the qpportunity to get involved in environmental
problem solving. ( Photo by Rob Strenge)
·

The center's goals are to
provide in-depth information
to the Spokane area and expert
assistance to those using that
data, in order to give the community an opportunity to
become involved with environmental problem solving.

Dear Sunni, .
I recently read that one ·
should keep their bellybutton
clean, as dirt within the little
one could lead to internal
Another objective is to insickness
of some sort. (Gut
crease the knowledge of the
rot-?) Anyway I don't seem to
ecological relationships of the
be able to find any stores
Riverfront Park. ,,
where I can get cleaning utenThe Environmental Exsils for the project. Do you
p lora tori um will be an
know of any?
exploratory museum, housing' '
Ms. Clean
exhibits about ecologkal
Dear Clean,
projects. The main attraction
You gotta be kidhere should be the .. Hands ·ding ... try a naval supply
On" sign.
store.
A sample exhibit that might
Dear Sunni,
be included here would be the
I'd like to be a great politi.. energy bicycle". It consists of cian someday. Do you have
the standard playground type any thought on the subject?
bicycle with a generator inB.S.
stead of a rear wheel and some
Dear B.S.,
extra support. The basic learNo, but I will give conning procedure here is that it
siderabl.e,
in depth study on
takes leg power to light up a
the matter and I am sure I will
panel of lights.
have definite opinions by next
Each visitor to the museum week.
will be enc.o uraged . to touch ,
and experiment in an at- '
mosphere of free inquiry.
There will be m·inimal use
of prese_nt~tions involving
passing viewing.

•••
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MA\~ ~ .DIVISION

I

CLEANERS

SPO.KANE .

i

DRY CLEANING
ECONOMY • CLEAN

i,
I

I

4 lbs. -

$1.00

939-5-103

409 1st St. - Next to Goofy's

••••. . •• . . . .•••1u111 N

•••
Dear Sunni,
I live in California right now
an'd have heard that another
great earthqu,ake is on the
.way. Being just
tad bit
frightenecl for myself and
friends we thought you might
give some advice on where we
should hide when IT comes?
Dear Shaky,
In a stationery store I guess.

a
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Thousands of Topics

11322 IDAHO AVE.,i 206
~,.OS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025 .
(213) 477-8474
Our

,...,di pap1n are sold for
,....,ctt purPQIII on.Iv.
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WINTERIZING
SPECIALI•

IT'S TIME TO GET READY FOR THOSE LONG, COl.D
WINTER MONTHS AHEAD. DON'T GET CAUGHT UNPREPARED! DO IT NOW AND SAVE - SAVE - SAVEi

We'll Lubricate the Chassis, Change
Oil, Replace Oil Filter, and Perform
P.C.V. Service - All for Only -

s9•s
Regularly $17 .85

e
e

e CHECK BATTERY
CHECK ALL BELTS
CHECK ALL HOSES
e CHECK. TIRE WEAR
CHECK COOLANT.
e CHECK DRIVELINE &
CHECK EXHAUST
U..JOINTS
SYSTEM
e CHECK POWER STEER.
WASH ALL WINDOWS ANO ~ACUUM l·NTERIOtl

WE
Ai.SO
BUY

e

JEfS

Leland-Beaty Chevrolet .

$

RESEARCH AIIIITANCE. INC.

SERVICE

e

OLD

Stnd for your up-to-date. 160pege. mail ordlr catalog. Encloae
$1.00 to cover postage .,d
hincllng.
·

..

PLUS- We'll perform all the following
winterizing and safety checks at NO
ADDITIONAL CHARGE!

~e-Old World

r. . . . . . . . M.Ao·oux. . . . . . . . .,
~

Dear Sunni,
I'd like to look like Raquel
Welch ... but just cannot find
the courage to go in for
silicone, cannot find the
money for Mark Eden. I don't
want to remain like this the
rest of my life so got any
suggestions?
Twiglet
Dear Twig,
Yeah kiddo! Wear a stretch
bra.

.

100% HANDMADE Recvcla>DENtMCLOTH\.NG
Th• EHtern•r

e

YOU SAVE $7.90

507 First St.

Cfteney

·235-6231

''WE'RE PLEDGED TO YOUR SERVICE SATISFACTION"
Service Department opens .at 7:00 a.m. Bring your car in
to Larry, our Service Manager, W•'II give you a ride to
work or back home.
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UYA At Eastern

If It's

''.Action' You Want
,

.

'

such areas as Psychology and
Social Work. ·
The student must be a
sophomore and have around a
3.0 GPA in order to qualify for
the program. It is not an easy
program and, as their
brochure says, .. It is far from
lucrative!"
Each student receives a
monthly income of $200 to
help defray costs plus comprehensive medical insurance.
The stipends are paid in part
by the agencies themselves.
Colville Confederated
Tribal Day Care Center, Head
$.tart, Guild School for
Retarded Children, the Big

By Lois Turner
Staff Writer

A college degree no longer
guarantees a person a job.
Another common complaint is
that many of the college
classes are not relevent in
today's society.
If you feel this way, perhaps
University Year for Action
(UY A) is for you.
University ¥ear for Action
is an anti-poverty volunteer
NANCY DANNER HELPS these youngsters in a Headstart class program federally sponsored
through ACTION, the agency
with their daily routine of brushing their teeth.
.
... also in charge of VISTA and
Peace Corps.
A student enrolled in UY A
work~ 32 hours a week as a
staff member of his assigned
.
agency plus carrying a full
academic study load of work ·
The classes in quilting are
Feeling a bit nippy these
related classes.
scheduled for 3 to 5 p.m. at the
long winter nights?
The classes are scheduled in
EWSC
pavilion.
Participants
You might try your hand at
Mental Health/Community
making a mini-quilt .during should use the "S" door on the
Action
and Education blocks.
three Quilting ·Bee Workshops . Southeast side of the building.
A faulty extension cord
The
student
attends
classes
ca·
u
sed a mattress to catch fire
to be hel9 N o_v. 18, 20, and
Registration, which is $3.00,
one
or
two
days
a
week,
in the home of John Dang of
25th.
will be held on the first day of
depending
on
which
block
he
11 N. Ninth in Cheney last
class. Be sure to bring needle,
is enrolled in. The remainder Friday.
.
thread, scissors and material
of
the
week
is
spent
applying
Approximately 100 people
scraps.
the
classroom
techniques
in
his
gathered
to watch as Cheney's
The Bee, is sponsored by the
job.
firemen put on masks and air
Red Barn program, EWSC
..
The
program
gives
the
stQtanks
and entered the .h ouse.
Dept. of eontinuing Educadent a lot of personal growth
Lt. Gene Blopm said the fire
tion and the Cheney Golden
and
maturation
plus
an
enorwas
reporte·d at 4:49 p.m.
Age Club.
mous advantage on the job
· .. A delay of another ten
Mell)bers of the Golden Age
market after .graduation. minutes could have resulted in
Club will instruct those attenMany enroll simply for the op- a major fire," said Bloom.
ding and organic refreshments
portunity to help others in a
According to Fire Departwill be provided by Tawanka.
real sense," said Glenn Elkins, ment officials, the fire caused
asst. professor of UY A .
a p p r o x i m a t I y $ 12·5 i n
.. This is a rare example of
..
There
are
several
older
perdamages to the house.
. the college and community
sons
in
the
program
who
see
it
A mattress and box-springs
finally getting together to do
as
an
opportunity
to
get
back
was burned and a window was
something," said Dr. Horace
into
things
aftet
the
kids
are
.
broken by firemen to aid quick
Simms, Head of the Red Barn
grown, a divorce, whatever/' ventilation of the house. The
project.
Elkins said, "Most of the fire caused only minor smoke
students, however, are around damage.
the age of 23."
About one-third of the
~tudent/volunteers are educa- · · A . purse and billfold contion majors. The others are taining _$40 cash and assorted
working toward degrees m credit cards was stolen from
Prof. Patricia Coontz, last
.
'
Thursday.
'
GOOD LIFE INSURANCE
According to the report, the
billfold
was turned in to the
DOESN'T HAVE TO BE
Cheney Police Department but

•. ~-

'Red Barn' Program
Offers Quilting Class

Brother Assn. and Eastern
State Hospital are just a sample of the many schools and
social agencies bei:iefiting from
the program.
There wi II be a new program
starting in January 1976 running through Summer quarter.
There will also be another starting in September •and continuing through the school
year. If anyone is interested,
they should apply as soon as
possible.
For more information, inquire at University Year for
Action, Martin Hall 316, 3597022.

Police Beat

Records
Tapes
·TV Rentals
Headphone
Calculators
· Cameras
Film
Processing
SteFeo
System
Appliances
Radio Shack
Service
Center
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***

P.earce Hall had a false fire
alarm at 12: 10 'a.m. last Satur.,. day. The alarms were pulled in
the service entrance and on the
thicd floor.
.. Anyone caught pulling an
alarm without a fire or threat
of a fire is guilty of a misdemeanor and subject to a
$250 fine or 90 days in jail or
both," warned Detective Athel
Wise of Campus Safety. ·

The Blue Chip Company-Since 1846

TOWN&
COUNTRY
,.
317 .1st

/4

.....

A Texas fostruments SR-50
calculator, valued at $100, was
reported lost between the PU 8
and_ Elm Street by Larrry
Largent of 1507 W. Fourth in
Spokane.

CONNECTICUT MUTUAL LIFE

.................

Cheney
235-6122

,,,

***

A 1967 Saab belonging to
Gregrobin Smith of Dressler
Hall was damaged for the second· time in eight days while
parked in lot 9 .
The right front fender was
kicked in last Friday resulting
in $75 damage.
Smith's car sustained $250
damage on November 6 wh~n
it was covered with mud while
parked in lot 9.

For Information See...
Ron Richardson
1973 EWSC Graduate
Tel: 838-4201 (Spokane)

Sony, RCA,
Sylvania, Zenith,
BASF, BSR,
Toshiba, Hitachi,
Kodak, GAF,
Whirlpool,
Radio Shack

f

:

th~ (?Urse and mon·e y were still
m1ssmg.
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A BURNING MA TIRESS caused so much smoke'in this fire ~t a ·
Cheney residence that firemen had to use air tanks and masks when
entering. ( Photo by Doug MtKay)
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MT.BAKER:
A Sleeping Giant
Awakeni~g?
usual restlessness evident before a
By Colleen McFarland
' volcanic eruption.
Staff Writer
Airborne measurements of gas
On March 10, 1975 an unusually plumes (rom volcanic vents on Mt.
large steam plume was spotted coming Baker were made on March 27 and
from Sherman Crater on 10,788 ft. high June 30, and reveal a 3.7-fold increase
Mt. Baker. Air photographs taken the in the flow of gaseous sulfu·r in the 64next day revealed major changes in day period between measurements.
patterns and the amount of thermal- . The emission on ·June 30 was comheat energy being released.
parable to Tacoma Smelter, the largest
An emergency team of seven scien- industrial source of sulphur emissions
tists from Eastern Washington State in the Northwest. Today, at the rate of
College (EWSC), the United States 170 lbs. of sulfur per hour, M·t. Baker is
Geological ·survey (USGS), and the the biggest air pollutant in the Pacific
University of Washington )1/aS Northwest.
transported to Sherman . Crater · by
Mt. Baker's ice caves are located on
Navy helicopter on March 31.
its south flank in a .seldom visited
The steam at Mt. Baker now billows crater I, 100 ft. below the summit
up into clouds that can be seen with the dome. It is estimated that total length
naked eye from · Puget Sound under of passage exceeds 4,000 ft.
✓
ideal weather conditions. Hundreds of
The caves are in a delicate balance
small fumarole vents and a few large ·with present ·heat release. Changes in
ones continuously release tremendous heat emission in the craters of Mt.
quantities of geothermal heat.
Baker will cause significant changes in
In a 150 ft. deep, 100 ft. wide ice pit the caves system and provide inon the southwest side of Sherman dicati0ns of an impending eruption.
Crater, a steam jet 20 ft. high roars
An estimated 300 ft. of ice cave
from a six-inch hole in the crater floor. passage has melted away from the east
The heat produced melts the more than side of the crater where thermal activity
I 00 feet of snow that falls or is drifted is most intense. A new ice pit, similar to
into the pit under pressure from the previously described pit on the
overlying ice.
southwest side of the · crater, has
In attempts to determine the formed on the northwest side.
significance of this increase in steam
A large circular depression in the icedischarge, several kinds of monit0ring fill near the center had also enlarged
for seismic or earthquake activity, considerably in March. During April
volcanic gas emissions·, and steam and 1975 this depression collapsed and a
rock temperatures are being done, by crater lake formed at the base of the
scientists of the University of 140 ft. deep eit. This new lake is
Washington and the U.S. Geological extremely acidic and volcanic gases
Survey.
roar from a fumarole at the edge at a
Occasional trips to Sherman Crater velocity' of 166 mph. Velocities of gases
by geologist Eugene Kiver, EW~C, and from large fumaroles in the east gap
other scientists allow geologic hazards were not measured but are undoubtedand changing cqnditions to be ly greater.
reassessed.
I n c re as e d co n c en t rat i o n s o f
Physical signs are conflicting. poisonous gases, polluting of · nearby
However, many changes that in the rivers and lakes and other unstable
:past have been proven indicators of conditions in and around Sherman
.eruption are now evident at Mt. Baker. Crater are a definite hazard to unwary
Through monitoring by sensitive tilt- climbers who enter the crater and to
meters, small changes in slope have the preservation of wildlife and vegetabeen recorded. The slope is more· in- , tion in the surrounding_area.
clined due to physical swelling, ap. Most of the Cascade Volcanoes have
proximately ·4 feet, caused by molten been active for a few hundred thousand
rock moving upward in .t~e volcano. years, and all of them have erupted
However, earthquake act1v1ty has not during the past 12,000 years. The
noticeably increased.
,
l 900's, however have been rather dull
Changes in gas. ~mission and in- · in comparison to the l 800's from the
creased thermal act1v1ty of all types-are standpoint of volcano watching in the
also significant signs and typify un- Cascades.
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SHERMAN PEAK, (upper half of photo) a frequent site of av~l~nches. Lower lefthand section shows a portion of an ice pit formed by thermal act1l'1ty • ( Photo by Fred
Munich, IMC Graphics)

Except for the famous 1914-1917 Approximately 70 miles away, on the
eruption of Mt. Lassen, no major out- ·present site of Bend, the sheet of
bursts have occurred during this cen- volcanic ejecta \vas six inches deep. All
that remained of the green forests on
tury.
When periods of dormancy exceed the mountainside ·were gaunt, charred
man's lifespan, there tends to develop a stumps. ·
At the m'ountciirf bc\Se,_dou.ds·hurtled
cotttplacency, or more often, a feeling
that a volcano is .extinct. In reality, forward · at hurrican rate, 50 to 100
what seems to be a long· interval to man mph. Ai the bottom of each, almost
may o_nly be a short wisp of time on the hidden from view, was an avalanche of
glowing ash and pumice.
geological calendar. ·
Some avalanches swept down the
Future eruptions are inevitable, but
when and how large is difficult to 'valley of the Rogue River for 35 miles.
predict. Volcano eruptions vary from Others poured over the plateau, now
relatively quiet outpourings of lava to crossed by The Dalles-Cali'fornia
violent explosions accompanied by Highway, as far as Chemult, carrying
showers of volcanic debris. If lumps of pumice up to 14 feet across.
Still others raced across Diamond
magma. reaching the surface above
Lake
into the canyon of the North
the reservoir, does not find its avenue
of escape blocked, it flows out quietly. Umpqua and the glacial canyons on
The present steam and thermal ac- the mountainsides were filled to depths
tivities at Mt. Baker may not result in of 200 or 300 feet with debris.
If an eruption occurred during the
an eruption . .However, they should be
peak
of the tourist season-during the
regarded with suspicion and respect for
their potential. It would be well _to spring when the rivers and springs are
remember that all the Cascade swollen by floods and large quantities
Volcanoes are the same geological type of winter snow still cover the mountain
at Mt. Vesuvius, which erupted in 79 flanks, or when the resevoirs in surA.D . bringing death and massive rounding,· valleys were full, the results
destruction to an .unprepared Roman of flooding and moving debris could be
disastrous to human li fe and property.
populace.
A few thousand skiers flock to the
The real danger to surrounding areas
Mt.
Baker Lodge area on the northwest
during the next eruption · should not
come directly from the few miles of flanks of the mountain on winter
slow moving lava flows that occur on weekends and over 15,000 people live
these volcanoes, but from secondary down-valley from ·Lake Shannon and
effects such as hot ash, steam, or lava Baker Lake on the southeast side of the
contacting the vast icefields that store mountain where a large nood of
about one cubic mile of water on Mt. mudflow could cause overtopping of
Baker; large debris av'alanches from the reservoirs.
Both the ·Baker River and Mt. Baker
precipitous slopes and highly altered
rock masses or the cones; and ~odge areas contain some of the most
mudflows, mixtures of water and recent lava flows from the mountain
debris, that can race down the surroun- and would be likely sites for: further
ding valleys at speeds between 35 and volcanic activity.
It should be kept in mind that once
55 mph.
One of the largest known examples development of an area begins, it tends
of such an eruption from a Cascade to perpetuate itself indefinitely.
Mountain Volcano occurred at Mt. Decisions concerning type of developMazama or Crater Lake, Oregon, 6,- ment and their location should be
made while choices and a lternatives
600 years ago.
For thousands of square miles, a sti II exist.
Possibly, agriculture, park lands,
gray-white mantle of ash covered
everything like newly fallen snow. On logging and other less intensive uses of
the mountain itself, the banks of certain land area in the vicinity of Mt.
pumice were more than 50 feet thick. Baker should be considered.

ROGER HUGHES, geology graduate student, obsenes steam plumes rising from
Sherman Crater. The steam temperatures range as high as 267° F. (Photo by Fred
Munich. IMC Graphics.)
The Ea1terner
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Strange ·Bedf~llows ·
By Doug. Sly
Newa Editor
I like writing about committees about as much as people like reading about them. To make an obscure committee intesting or relevant to the reader -is most difficult.
But a committee has recently emerged that .could prove
interesting, relevant- and impow1ant to a lot of people.
The Academic Senate-AS Legislature Con.ference '
Committee would seem li~<e any other obscure body that
everyone forgets about. As a matter of fact, everybody did
forget about it for the past four years.
But this small union of students and faculty was brought
out of mothballs recently and, after · some study, · the
reasons for doing so are obvious.
The purpose of the Academic Senate-AS Legislature
Conference Committee is to discuss Items of common interest existing betwee_n students ·and faculty.
One very big item that faculty and students have in
common this year is each body's adversary role with the
administration.
Some members of the Academic Senate have collective bargaining on their collective minds. Promotion
procedures for faculty and the Dr. Minor case combine to
add to the difficulties between faculty and administration.
Student government, contrary to popular belief, is.
making strong moves to recover the services and activities fees control which it feels has been usurped by the
administration. The students are better organized than
most people realize and they are after a hell of a lot of
money. One thing the administration does not want to lose
to the students is the power to budget a lot of money. ·
· The Academic Senate-AS Legislature Conference
Committee could allow students and faculty to turn a lot of
sm-all administrative problems into one very large administrative problem.
Cooperation betwe_
en students and faculty is a -condition -that the administration has reason to fear. Faculty
and students should realize this and use it to their best advantage.
If a state of cooperation became more visible to the
Board of Trustees, the Board would be more likely to take
action on co.mplaints from both students and faculty.

~ot Nixon Again
By Sunni Frey~
Feature Editor
I think that it is due time our former esteemed President, Mr. Nixon, came out of his ivory tower to get a good
look at America and her people.
In a recent interview made public in an AP wire release
Nixon was quoted as saying that America needs to restore
its pride in Itself.
"The Nation is so cynical, so disbelieving," Nixon said,
"that it might take a WAR to regain our sense of belief in
our country."
I can only surmise that if given the chance he would
rationalize Watergate in a similar manner.
"If American lives are threatened," he added, "We may
regain our sense of belief in our country. We ·have very little leadership in the country today." .
Eldridge Cleaver flew from Paris to America, resigning
his exile status and praising the land of the F~ee recently.
The one-time leader of the Black Panthers said, ~'With
air its faults, the American political system is the most free
and democratic system in the world."
Quite strange, if not startling words to come from the
~outh of a man who seven·years ago was one of the most
radical leaders in the U.S.
I might go so far as to suggest that Mr. Nixon look
towards Cleaver for the leadership he finds so lacking in
the U.S. Nixon should refrain in the future from making
"post office" statements as incredulous as these when he,
Himself, was a prominent catalyst in degrading the
American system.
We, as Americans, should have faith that now that he Is
out of office, America will survive the catastrophic effects ·
·of his "reign of power."
I suggest that Nixon fight his own private wars. It's he
who needs to show pride In Ame-rlca.
·
p. . . .
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L-e tters ta
the Eclitor
It la the policy of thl•
newapaper to print all lettera
to the editor In the f ~ In
which th•r •r• · aubmltted.
Poaalble exceptlona wlll be
m• d•
w ~h en
Ie ga I
ramlflcatlon• prohibit .•
letter'• complete ~eproductlon.
.
.
In caae of anonymoua
aubmlulona, the edltorlail
ataff r-rv" the right to
exerclN lta own Judgmentln
determining whether or not
• letter la printed. , .

·
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Dear Editor,
.. I can't believe that your ~
entertainment editor and ·1
attended the same Roberta
Flack concert.
Not only was the lady's
voice as dynamic and unique
as any of her "studio" recordings, but she was very sexy
a n d "d o I n g th e hap py"-smlling and teasing the
audience with her exciting
dialogue:
:
.
Sh~ sang songs which the
audience cam·e to hear, I«,-:.·
"Killing Me Softly", but also, i
Introduced new materJal and
a new song which Stevie

Wonder wrote for her.
She sang and talked
straight out to the audience ·
provocatively and joyously.
• Your reviewer also failed
to acknowledge the superb
performance of the "Crusaders".
Possibly Mlchael Heavener was too bus·y trying to get a, picture (which
he apparently 'didn't get) to
enjoy and appreciate a
professional and entertaining concert.
Sincerely,
Pam Chipman
Ed. Not~Poulbly.
•

.

Body Beautiful?

Dear Mr. Strenge, ·
We wish to thank you for
your letter and pictures we
recently received. However,
we will not be able tp use
your body in our centerfold.
Qn a scale from 0-10, your
body was rated 2. The rating
I~ dohe by a panel of women
ranging in age from 65 to 75
years. We tried• to have our
panel of women In the 25-35
year-old . bracket· rate you
~ut we could not get them t~
stop laughing long enough.
Continued Next Page
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Letters Con 't.
Should the taste . of the
American woman ever
change so drastically that
they would want you In the
centerfold, you will be
notified by this office. In the
meantime, however, don't
call us; ·we'll call you.
Very sympathetically,
Aman·d a Smith
Playgirl Editor

Ed Note-On a crank letter
acale from 0-1 0, your letter
wa• rated 10. It my body
. r.ated ao low, how come Y,oil
kept the .plctur•?

Minor Praised

., .•.... ,

·•

,.

tudentsTalkTurke
'

.

'

.

DO YOU A,GREE -WITH BENJAMIN
FRANKLIN ·T HAT THE TURKEY,
RATHER THAN THE AMERICAN
.EAGLE, SHOULD BE OUR NA'tlONAL
BIRD?
.
Pam Popp.;...Junlor, Dental ~yglene; It's an asinine
question, I think. .
Roya Molavi-Senior, Polltlcal Science; Dumb .question.
.,

Dave Hardlng~Junlor, Mualc;
mongoose.

would suggest a

Dear ·Editor,
In the lives of us mere
Vincent Voelker-Senior, A/TV;- If we had as good
humans, fate sometimes
plays a very Interesting par- a record with the cultivation and preservation of the turkey
tin our lives. Being In- . as we did the eagle, then they'd all be extinct.
carcerated In prison we,
Lind~ Aoger...:.Freahman, Education; Yes, after all the
more than most, labor under
the joyous apprehe,nsion turkey was used at the first Thanksgiving which marked
that fate if not faith will in- · the ,beginning of our country.
tervene in our cause. Is it
Chand Saptarahl-Graduate Student, Buslneu and
mystical fate or Dlvi ne faith
that brought us hope In the Instructor; ·I've always been impressed with things which
person of Dr: charles Minor? give an impression of grandeur and the eagle s~ems to be
We, the Black prisoners of a better bird than.a turkey. Besides, h_ow_many Americans
Washington State Peniten- _would want to be called turkeys instead of eagles?
tiary at Walla Walla feel w~
have been chosen ~Ya 1 Nick Galbreath-Senior, Psychology; Sure, isn't this
higher power to be blessed country based on the turkey philosophy? In a country of
with the capable helping national well-standing _that is led by furkeys why change
hanqs of Dr. Charles Minor. 'birds in the middle of a screw.
.Blessed because In today's
.
.
crisis prone world we seem
Steve Elll,~Junfor, P•ychology; Personally, · I always
to be everyone's whipping
had a thing• for sparrows.
post. If society falters · In
direction: "How are we to see
the ·way?" Are we to have . Barbara GrNnleaf-Fre•hman, P.E.; No, If it were our.
hop~? Dr. Minor says •:yes." national bird we couldn't eat it for Thanksgiving.
So has he demonstrated in
so positive a fashion we canGrant Aoaenqulat..t~unlor, R/TV; No I mean definitely
not impasslonately become not. The eagle is a picture of grace in flight and the way
mere spectators to the most people see the turkey is on the Thanksgiving table, .
macabre · dram.a unfolding burnt. .
before us at Eastern
Sunny Cronkey-Sophomore, Undeclared; Since the
Washington State College.
To the staff we direct a nation is run by them, it might as well be.
question: Is It education for
S,u r V i V a I
I·n a h I g_h I y . Tim Hlcklln-Senlor, A/TV; Well.. .. of course. I thought
technological society you rt was anyway.
.
.
offer? Or education for mere
ritualized statu~? Does the
.
. '
color of a man's God given
, skin determine what his sta- towards the residents Washington , State Penitention In life is to be? Do you att~mpt at self help. Dr. tiary, support Dr. Minor. We
find fault with his academic Minor is one of the founding ask In all humility that he be
capabilities? Do yoµ find supporters and contributors ju~ged not by the color of his
fault-with his conduct -on and t O h e I P;i n g t h e 9 . 1a C k skin, but by his actions and
create and main- endeavors of which . we
off the campus as befitting a Qrisoners
,
man of his responsibility? tain an organlzati_on that ca~ salute.
These are some ·of the ·and does afford the opporquestions y~u should give tunity to beoo111e .aware of (Signed)
concerted answers to as you the many problems facing Black Prisoner's Forum ·
weigh his continuous par- offenders Incarcerate(:.! In Unlimited ·
ticipation In the educational Isolation away from main Walter Carter Hall
stream society. Also, , Washington State Penitenprogram you offer.
.
We would like to apprlase because of Or. Minor we are tiary
proud to identify with the
you of the tremendous conBlack contributions to societrl butlon Dr. Minor has so
unselfishly given to the ty. As a Black culture Ed Note-The above letter
residents both Bl~ck and · nucleus inside a White waa sent to Mrs. Frederick
society, we have acquired WIison Jr., vice chairman of
White here fit Washington
tremendous valt.1es in per- Ea•tern's Board of Tru•tee•.
· State Penitentiary.
sonal identity.
A copy of the letter waa
, We have an . organization
Inside the Penlten·tlary
Dr. Minor's contribution malled to till• office. A copy
dedicated to the Improvehas not be~n as a black man, of this letter and the apment of the Black residents.
rather as a man possessing proximately 170 accomIt ts tmp·osslble to assess the
humility and concern for all panying algnaturH la on flle
CAONKEY
contributions of Dr. Minor men. We, the residents of In the Eaaterner office. -
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Chapin Pleq,ses Audience;
Muldaur Quality Declines
By Michael Hea\'ener
Entertainment Editor

200 I Brings Space
Adventure To Pub
2001: A Space Odyssey is
being shown Saturday and
Sunday at 7:30 p.m. in the
PUB multi-purpose room. Admission for the presentation is
75 cents.
The innovative cinematic
treatment and the subject
matter elevated the film to
major attraction when it was
released.
Director Stanley Kubrick
combined kaleidoscopic visual
images with scores of
experimental and classical
music to achieve a synthesis
description of space travel in
the 21st Cen~ury.
Kubrick, who made such
films as Lolita, Dr.

Rock performers fall into
two categories, as two stars
proved last week at the
Spokane Opera House.
They can, like Harry
tricate costumes. and make-up
· Chapin, on Friday, indicate
They thought he actually
used apes in filming the that a receptive audience
deserves extra effort from the
sequence.
·
That's Entertainment, which performer.
Or, like Maria Muldaur on
was originally scheduled, was
Wednesday,
they can play an
shown on TV ·Tuesday night.
The Social Activities Review entire concert without giving
Board (SARB) viewed the any thought to the people who
televisi·ng as compromising the paid to see them perform.
Muldaur wasn't performing
chances of recouping the film's
poorly, it just seemed she
rental cost and 2001: A Space
didn't care about Spokane.
Odyssey was substituted.

On the other hand, Chapin
She flirted with her band
members and sipped rum-and- presented a well-rounded
cokes through the hour-and-a- sh .w, with plenty of schmaltzy
quarter set. At times she acted audience pleasing humor.
more like she was still the ·
He sent his brother Tom,
back-up singer for Jim
star of ABC TV's let's Make
Kweskin's Jug Band rather
A Wish, out to warm the
than the lady who had a whole
audience up. Tom told folksy
concert to herself.
stories and set the mood pretty
I'm A Woman was the only
well.
song in which her voice really
sounded good. The rest, inA solo number called t1y
cluding Midnight at the Oasis, Monophonic Symphony Sixwere pale versions of the String Orchestra led to a song
M uldaur legend.
by brother Steve on piano,
It didn't help that her sound during which Harry sat in the
system was so bad that she ~as audience.
lost in the feedback which
.startled -her s'everal times.
He followed this fun
number with Cat's in the
Cradle and Taxi, his other two
hits.
He was obvious in his
playing to the audience, his
timing was ~xcellent and he
gave the crowd what they
came for, a good show.

Strangelove, Paths of Glory
and A Clockwork Orange, co-

Chapin was using the same
sound system Muldaur had
arid it didn't give a whimper
when he took his microphone
into the audience. '
.

wrote the script with Arthur C.
Clark, dean of American
Science fiction.
·
They · included a thread of
philosophy in the film whi~h
traces man's evolution from
the ape through the space age.
Kubrick won Oscars for
best cinematography and best
special effects fo~ 2001: A·

Not a person moved during
Chapin's set, while people
streamed out of the Opera
House the last half ho,ur
M uldaur played. ·

Space Odyssey.
He was not nominated for
best make-up by .t~e a~ademy
. A wards selection committee
because the members failed to
realize that his ·ap.es were in-

Both artists playeq popular
. tunes, of little lasting value.
The di€ference was that Harry
Chapin• put on ~ show; wJ:tile
Maria Muldaur simply play~d
the music.

·
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Dancers ShoW Moods of Drama
Combining elements of
dance, music and story-telling
into a cohesive whole, the
Orchesis dance group performed a work titled Things

Thai Go Bump In The Night
last Thursday and Friday.
The dancers, under the
tutelage of Edith Bucklin and
Leonard Fowler, brought
together ballet, classical jazz,
rock jazz and pantomime.
Though the story line left
much to. the audience's im-

agination, the dancing was
professional.
At times the movement in
the Dustin Dance Studio was
compel1ingly hypnotic. By
contrast, the choreographers
included daily mundane occurtences to give a balanced
picture.

Things That Go Bump In The
Night told of a day in the lives
of nine apartment dwellers.
The day was broken into
pieces and settings involving

small groups of dancers, e.a ch
performing to a particular
mood of music. ,, .
The A wakening used

Beethoven's Pastoral symphony to convey the peaceful
tranquility of waking to
sunlight as the milkman makes
his rounds.
The Chase, where the hen·, pecked ·hu_sband is rescued .
, · ftom his shrewish wife by a
beautiful neighbor, was done
lto M·oussorgsky's Night on
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USE Y.HIS COUPO~

1708 2nd

.

Cb~

Jim Dyck Prop.

This piece and one titled
which was per~t(
formed to Mancini's music,
were the stand-outs.
I The choreography and
1 timing apparent in the two
1 pieces made the whole
I Orchesis concert well-worth
seemg.
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TAVERN
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Featuring .SEASON STREET and other top bands
·
7 days a week

J

Every Wed. Nlght-EWSC & Gonuga Nlte

,·t

01.25 Pitcher• all night

i

.

:
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• - - I I I I H U l•

-BRING STUDENT CARD

Every Thu,a. night la LadlN Night

~~-!!!!!.~!~..!!!..!.!.'!!.~'!!~.• !~.:...3!...... MN-••

•

Bald Mountain. ·

•

The best characterization in
the hour-long performance
was given by Connie St. John
as the shrewish wife. Her
scowls, stooped-over figure
and hyper-active movements
were convincingly theatrical.
Despite the fact that the
s_o und system was overamplified and the D.,ustin
Studio couldn'' t be properly
darkened from the afternoon
sunlight, the dance group went
to a good deal of effort to,
prepare and promote t,he concert.
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Jose Feliciano Sets
Lilac .....•.;C Oncert Date

Upcollllng:
November 20-22-THE
CAT AND THE CANARY, College Theatre,
7:30 p.m. Admleelon:
$2.00 or •.tudent ex~
change coupo_n.
November 20-22, 28-29,
December 3-8, 10;
13-GUYS AND DOLLS,
mu1lcal, Spokane Civic
Theatre, 8 p.m. Admlalon: S4.00, S1 .50 with
1tudent I.D.
November 20-PARTHEON DANCERS OF
GREECE, Opera Hou1e, 8
p.m. Tlck•t1: $4.50, 5.50,
8.50.
November 20-Student
Re~ltal by ANDREA
HERB and CONNIE
SANDS, Mu1lc Bulldlng
Recital Hall, 8:15 p.m.
November 20-23-Blcentennlal Mualcal 1778,
,GU Eugene Rueeell
Theatre, 8:15 p.m.
'November
20-22
OPERA WORKSHOP
PERFORMANCES, Showalter 'Auditorium, 8:15
p.m.
November 21-24-MIRACLE WORKER, Cheney
High School, 8:15 p.m.
Admlalon: $1.00.
November 22-23-ZOO:
A SPACE ODYSSEY,
PUB, 7:30 p.m. Admlaalon: 75 centa.
November . 22-Student
Recital by LAURA MONTERMINI, and DOUGLAS
DUNCAN, Muelc Bulldlng Recital Hall, 3 p.m. .
November 23-JOSE
FELICIANO with KENNY
RANKIN, Opera HouN, 8
p.m. Tlckete: ·$4.00, 5.00,
8.00.
November 23-WHITWORTH COLLEGE COMMUN IT Y SYMPHONY
conducted by ANTONIO
BRICO, Cowles Memorial Auditorium, 3 p.m. ·
November 23-CONTEMPORARY MUSIC
ENSEMBLE, recltal,
Music Bulldlng Recital ,
Hall, 8:15 p.m.
November 23- JOHN :
KAY AND STEPPENWOL.F with AAGE.N T,
Coliseum, 7:30 p.m.
November 25-EWSC
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA featuring eolo- .
lat _M ILAN TURKOVIC,
Showwalte~ : Auditorium,
8:15 p.m.
November
25-28
-CHINESE ACROBATS OF TAIWAN,
Opera Houae, 8 p.m.
. · .Ticket,: ·$4.50, 5.50, 8.50
November 30-POCO,
Coliseum, 8 p.m.
December 1-COlLEGIANS, Chrletma•
Concert, Showalter Auditorium, 8:15 p.m.
December 2-PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE Family
Concert, Mualc Bulldlng
Recltal Hall, 8:15 p.m.
Nov. 20, 1175

When Jose Feliciano sings
and plays his guitar Sunday
night, he will be displaying the
, tip of an iceberg of awesome
Italents.
Although he is best
remembered for his W·orld
,Series performance of The
· S1ar-Spa11g{ed Banner and his
version of Light My Fire, he
· has written some excellent
music.
He was nominated fo-r an
Emmy award for his Chico and
the Man theme.
His newest albu~s, And 1he
Fee/in' Good and Jusl Wanna
Rock ·11· Roll, are selling
phenomenally.
But Feliciano in recenf
months has demonstrated that
he can do things besides compose and perform. ·
· He has a role in the upcoming movie Aaron Loves
Angela, which he also sc9red

New GOid Album Continues
Elton John Winning-Streak
By Kevin Harris
Staff Writer

the progressive hard -rock
sound of Grow Some Funk of
The Superstar of the 70's · Your Own to the soundlike
has earned another gold star
beat of Feed Me to the easy
with an album totally different · listening of I Feel like a Bullet
from his past successes.
· in the Gun of Robert Ford.
Of course, the only man
There are some songs in
who can fit that title is Elton
Westies though that do touch
John, and his c~rrent album,
the top 40 bracket of musi~
Rock of the Westies, is a new
such as Dan Dare (Pilot of the
kind of sound for him.
Future) and Hard luck Story.
One of the reasons is his new
These J cuts are filled with
band. Nigel Olsson and Dee jargon like .. Ooeeooeeoo",
Murray ,are nolonger with t~e and .. Holy cow" and repeated
group, so in this LP, four new choruses, such as the album's
me m be rs join
Davey
fin.al cut, Billy Bones and ihe
Johnston and Ray Cooper.
White Bird-, where· you are
The new members jire not entertained to about two to
amateurs, having played with
three minutes of Elton singing,
. such performers as Joe Walsh,
.. Check it out, check it out,
Stephen Stills, and Melissa check it out."
Manchester. They are the kind
Thes~· are the elements of
that can back a star like Elton.
typical Elton John .. fun
As were nis past two
music," as many 'music critics
albums, this album was
are apt to call it.
recorded at Caribou Ranch in
However, Elton didn't acColorado. It had certified gold
com-plish this all himself.
in less than a month, conBesides the fact that Westies
taining one of his top ten . was produced by the legendary
singles, Island Girl.
Gus Dudgeon, and Bernie
There are songs in Westies Taupin helped with the songs.
that tou~h every kind of con- There are gu~est spots in all the
temporary pop music, from
songs· by Kiki Dee.

, And in the LP's first cut
called ~edley ( Yell Help.
WedneJday Night, Ugly). in the
background you can hear the
soul group LaBelle (remember
Lady Marmalade).
Besides the fact that this
album is without the talents of
Olsson and Murray, another
thirig should be added, for the
first time not all the songs are
strictly John-Taupin masterpieces.
Davey Johnstone helped
Elton and Taupin write
.Medley, and Ann Ors-on, a
back-up singer in the band,
helped Carte Blanche write
Hard Luck Story.
So it looks like Elton is for
real, even though the things he
has done , to the American
music scene at one time
seemed impossible.
What Elvis was to the 50's
and the Beatles were to the
60's, Elton John is to the 1o·s.
He is definitely what p~ople
call
him~CAPTAIN
FANTASTIC.

and performed the theme
songs.
Besides entertaining,
Feliciano is active in a
program called Blind Outdoor
Leisure Development (BOLD)
which was designed to hdp
fellow blind persons learn
horseback riding, skiing and
other sports.
· Feliciano participates in all
of BOLD's outdoor activities,
including learning to ski at
Aspen, Colorado.
His last triumph was playing
lead guitar o~ Joni Mitchell's
hit Free Man in Paris.
Appearing as Special Guest
Artist on the 8 p.m. 'show is
Kenny Rankin.
Rankin is also a singercomposer, responsible for
reversing the trend of music in
the ?O's back toward soft,
melodic sounds.
The Jose Feliciano-Kenny
Rankin show is in the Opera
House Sunday night at 8 p.m.
Tickets for the performance,
for $4.00, $5.00, and $6.00, are
available at the Box Office ·and
all Bon Marche outlets.

Soloist With

Symphony
An internationally tenown
bassoonist will be· combining
his taknts with the -EWSC
Symphony Orchestra Tuesday
at 8: 15 p.m. in Showalter
Auditorium.
Milan Turkovic, principal
bassoonist with the Vienna
Symph"ony has a far-reaching
. reputation as a teacher in
Europe and America.
Turkovic will solo during
the Concerto in F Major by
Carl Maria von Weber.
Other pieces to be performed by the orchestra are
Mendelssohn's Symphony No.
4 in A Major, Greig's
Norwegian Dances and
Charade by ycung American
composer Robert Muczynski.
The orchestra is directed by
Dr. Wendal S. Jones.
The concert is open to the'
public, with admission by
donation. Free tickets for
students are available at the
PUB information desk.

Reliable Watch Re_
p~ir
at Reasonable Prices
Work Done By A
Certified Master Watchmaker.

All

SM 1TH JEWELERS
DOWNTOWN · - CHENEY
Don't Be Foolish ·For Not Trying:
THE BEEHIVE LUNCHEON BUFFET
Includes: 1. Two Meats
2. Complete Salad Bar
3, Homemade Soup

4. Potatoes & gravy
5. Vegetable
6. Rolls & Butter

ALL FOR THE UNBELIEVABLE PRICE s1.00
Served from 11 :30-1 :30 Mon-Fri.

Don't Forget EWSC .Night on Thvrs.

BEEHIVE -STEAi< HOUSE

,

Jose Feliciano
With Special Guest

Kenny Rankin
SPOKANE OPERA HOUSE
SUN., NOV. 23---8 PM
TICKETS $4-$5·$6
Available at: Coliseum Box Office, P.M. Jacoys, Bon Marche,
Valley Record Rack & Opera House Box Office.
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Hungry Cagers Open Season
By Jim Waggoner
Sports Editor
Eastern 's basketball season opens here Saturday
nigh·t with the alumni providing the opposition in
the first game played in EWSC's Special' Events
Pavilion.
A large crowd is expect.e.d for the contest as area
hoop fans will witness the roundball inauguration
of the spacious, new facility which is regarded as
the finest in the Northwest. Game time is 7:30 p.m.
And to complement the opening of the Pavilion,
Coach Jerry Krause will unveil a star-studded lineup which rates as a definite Evergreen Conference
title contender.
"I guarantee you that the fans will be entertained this year," commented Krause ... We have
good depth, balance and a lot of unselfish players.
They are working very hard to reach their potenti al and they're making excellent progress."
The players will select the starting lineup today
in a team vote-just one facet of Krause's innovaJive coaching philosophy which stresses
shared responsibility.
Lettermen Back
But five hoopsters were starters a year ago and
can be expected to see considerable action Saturda y. John Alaniva, Jeff McAlister; Eddie Waters,
Rob Ridnour and Ron Cox know the system and
fo(m the nucleus of the squad.
The pressure defense, patie.nt offense brand of

basketball that Krause initiated here nine years
ago, will once again be employed this season.
And a host of returning EWSC lettermen, ineluding last year's co-captains Randy Harris and
Bernie Hite, will attempt to stymie the welldisciplined Eagle attack.
Randy Buss, Easterns most recent AllAmerican, will return from his home in Illinois to
spearhead the alumni's efforts.
Jerry Krause-

"I

gu~rantee you

that the fans will be
entertained this year."

"The alumni should be very st rong," said
Krause ... Besides Harris and Hite, they should
have another dozen solid players. We're going -to
have to play pretty good to win."
Eagles Ready
•
The Eagles appear to be healty, although 6'9"
Idaho State transfer Dave Allen will see limited action because of a knee injury. Raymond Palmer
sustained a knee ailment in practice last weekend,
and Palmer and another transfer, Ernest

Lawrence, do not become eligible for Eagle action
until the end of fall quarter.
Some of the alums who have arrived on campus
include Eric Davis (72), Joe Bullock (70), John
Nu.gent (59), Dave Pounds (69), Larry Gunn (58),
Steve Hook (73), Jack State (66), Date Straddling
(52), and Joe Williams (68).
·
Other varsity members include Randy Dyer,
Emerson Gordon, Kevin Campbell, Terry Pepp!e
·and Paul Hungenberg:
·
Reese Tribute
Krause and assistant Ron Raver reinstituted
the alumni game when ttfey arrived on the Eastern
roundball scene eight years ago. The contest
reached its peak in 1972 when over 40 graduate
lettermen returned to pay tribute to legendary
EWSC coach Red Reese. Reese died in March
1974.
Reese was coach at EWSC from 1930-64 and
served as athletic director from I938-62. His AllSport lifetim.e record was 827-358, an unbelievabk
percen-tage of .698.
As basketball' eoach from 1930 on his teams
won a total of 473 games in 34 years. EWSC captured t 2 EvCo championships and .went to the
NAIA five times.
The WSU grad was not only a dynamic figure in
Northwest sports but was highly respected on a
national level. He helped found the NAIA and
served as its resident in 1952.

lntramurals ·

Women Complete Tourney
-

'

EWSC: Ski Program
Offered This Winter
'

As the days grow colder '
Added to this yea.r's
the skiers grow bolder in an- program is a special
ticipa~ion of the upcoming ski EARLY BIRD session in
season. With . early snowfalls which beginning skiers' are ·
and freedn'g femper-atures · given· the opportunity ·to learn
already upon us, it looks like to ski before Christmas. The
nothing but a long, fantastic
EARLY-BIRD ski lessons will
season is in store.
be offered at 4"9° North near
In coalescence with winter's Chewelah, and will be taught
most popular sport, EWSC through the G LM (Graduated
and the Department of Health
Length Method).
and Physical Education are
The regular beginner lessons
offering a comprehensive ski will be held Saturd~y, Jan. 10
program of several different at 49° North . Intermediate
courses applicable to any level skier courses will be offered at
skier.
both Snowblaze, near Spokane
Offered in the program are and at 49° North. Classes will
courses for the beginner, the begin Friday, Januar·y 9 at
intermediate, and the ad- Snowblaze and Saturday,
vanced skier. In addition to January IO at 49° North .
these courses, lessons will also
Advanced skiing courses
be available for those in- will be available at Snowblaze
terested in frteestyle, cross on Friday, January 9 and at
country, and instructor 49° North on Saturday,
preparation trai'ning.
January I 0.

PRESENT AND FUTURE SKIERS
Cheap Thrills ... or at least cheaper skiing
Come to the EWSC Ski Club meeting
Wednesday, Nov. 19 at 7 p.m.

Learn how being a club member can save you money
and _make skiing more fun.
Meet other people with
the same interest. See
some dynamite ski flicks.

By Dave Stocker
crowning The Diggers as their
Sports Writer
The Women's Racquetball new champions. Second place
tournament was held last honors went to Hawaii Five-0,
Saturday with 14 women par- and third place awards were
won by NAIC II.
ticipating in two divisions.
In the semi-final game
In the •·•A,, division, Gail
between
the Diggers and
Norvell defeated Debbie Huth
· 15-4, 15-3 and Tamera NA IC I I, the Diggers rode the
Arrasmith 15-0, 15-0 to clinch excellent spiking of Clay Lewis
the championship. Connie and Rod Gardner to win ,15-9
Crawford took t,he '"B" divi- and 15-7. Then in the ·final
sion crown as she downed Kel- match.. the Diggers needed
ly Hancock 15-8, 15-13, and 'three ~ames to clinch the title.
Tamera Arrasmith 15-9, 15-3. Hawaii Five-O, riding the play
Coed Volleyball ended its of John Dang and Fred Sasan,
'fall campaign Monday by put up an outstanding fight,

but fell 15-7, 11-15, and 15-5.
Men's 3-on-3 basketball
took to the courts with a · full
slate of action this week.
Games are played Monday
thru Thursday evenings, witi)
action beginning at 5:30 p.m.
in both Phase 11 and the
Fieldhouse.
Some o( last ~e~k •~ s~ores
include: · .
Ffacid Floggers 48, Peon
Patrol 38-Steve Lee netted 20
points to lead the Floggers to
victory.
·
Wool 52, Cbinga Cho·ps
42-Norris Palmenter scored
24 for the Chops, but it wasn't
enough to stop Wool. ·
Nets 4~, Easterner .. A"
40-Jim Waggoner- t~llied ~8
for the Easterner team, but
Mark Anderson countered
with 20 as the Nets squeaked
out the victory.
Ball Hawks 66, Fearless
Four 38-Jeff Bethel scored 22
·and Gopher Somday netted 28
as the Hawks coasted to victqry. Randy Schultz scored 22
f<>[ the Fearless Four.
pudes 48, Trotters
46-Ross Sqan mes~ed 22 as
the Dudes took a nail-biter
MIKE HARDING LINES UP for the eight ball in the corner
· from the Trotters. Steve Timer
pocket during the preliminary round of the "King of Eight" pool
hit for .20 points in a losing,
tournament in the PUB game room. The final games of the tournacause for the Trotters.
ment will be played today (Thursday) at 3:00.
Quote of the Weekp~SS!io'SSS888SS!!ll8!l~~ssss~~~~~~!;'S'!!;'S'!S'S'!~& ( Charlie Finley, when he hired
Alvin Dark for the second time)
"Yes, he has been manager of
this club before. Yes, he was
Lunch Menu Nov. ·24--26
fired. Yes. he is back to mana2e
All You Can Eat for $1.25
this club. Yes, he expect~ to be
fired again some day."
Featuring th- fine dlahea

TAWANKA COMMONS

MON.

Psyche yourself up to ski rv"?-..'-. ~
this season.
~

..

I

Watch for poster announcing the place .. .
then come meet some in the Ski Club .. .
Wednesday, Nov. 19 at 7 p.m.
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Grilled Cheese Sand., Corned Beef & Cabbage,
Turkey with home noodle.
TUES..
· Enchiladas, Ham & Cheese Omelette, Tuna Salad
Sand
WED.Hot Roast Beef Sand, served till 1 p.m. Sack
Lunch, Fried Chicken, Ham Sand.
t,lo Meal, at all Thunday-Sunday
Have a Happy Thanksgiving!

for more complete menu di.al
The Euterner

~59-2530
ijov. 20, 1875

.
~

Gridders. Finish
......... With Road Victory
. : ,'/

Wuh.

Oregort
Cal.
Tenn.

Tenn.
Otllo8t.
Tulane
Harvard
Mich. St.

·

Ohio St.
LSU

It's back to the drawing
board for Eagle football co·ach
John Massengale and his staff
as they hit the recruiting trail
and begin making plans for
next season's gridiron slate.

Vale .
Mich. St.

Oki•.
N.D.

year. We're very strong in the
skilled positions."
Consistencv Problems·
Calling the ~1975 campaign
.. frustrating," Massengale
cited inconsistency and
nagging injuries as major
-stumbling blocks.
.., think we could have been
a 6-3 football team and what
kept us from being 6-3 was inconsistency," the veteran grid
mentor said.

By Jim Waggoner
Sports Editor

Neb.
N.~.
lndl•na
Colo.

Alce
~

And they'll do so on a
positive note after Eastern's
gridders concluded the season
last Saturday with a 33-13 rout
over Western Montana·in nonconference action at Dillon.

BoleeSt.
Baylor
Idaho
Ariz.

· . ·, Wyoming
Houston
Mary.
• Denver
Bait.

After enduring a 3-6 overall
record this season, Massengale
knows what he's looking for as
he prepares to scour high
schools and junior colleges for
blossoming talent.

Buff. .. '

Aama

Cinn.
•

EVERGREEN
Final Standings
League

·Dallas
Kan. City
(tB.
,. Houaton
Oak.

By Bill Bighaus

''Think Snow" . , . T.hen
VISIT OUR SKI SHOP
I

we hav the newest ski
gear for the slopes . . .
clothing, accessories,
and equipment. Come
In. and see for yourself

/

EAGLE
WRESTLING
COACH Curt Byrnes shows a
young grappler a technique
during a recent practice session.
( Photo by Dan Schwanz)

All Raleigh ~and
Mu·rray 3-5-10 Spee·d
Bicycles in stock
at Wholesale ·Prices
and Below!
•.

Sporting Goods

Addrtlonal '5.00
·DISCOUNT.
.
for l~SC Students with this coupon.
'

4-2
3-J
3-J
2-4
2-4

9-0
5-4
5-4

3-5
5-4
3-6
3-5

Man's.

Wrestling: Winn·i ng Tradition
Basin JC, Larry . Sichelstiel, and last year's I 0th place
who
was ineligible last year, finish in national is felt as the
Sports Writer
This is the second part of a and Chuck Lee can help fill the Ea~les begin the 1975-76 campaign.
.
preview of the 1975-76 Eastern hole at this weight class.
Byrnes makes it clear that he
As competition among the
wrestling team. In part one last
is
going
after the EvCo crown
week, Eagle wrestling coach weight classes for spots in the
.
'
Curt Byrnes reported that with · Eastern line-up continues, something that has evaded him
seven ·returning lettermen, Byrnes offered this capsule the last two years.
.. We have set our sights on
many promising transfer and summary of each weight divifreshmen prospects and sion and those wr,estlers still the conference championship
1
and we're going all -out -to win
overall depth in the weight fighting for berths.
.
· Nine of the, above. m~n- it,•.• .he said.
classes, this year's Eag·l e
...
will
be
disappointed
if we
grapplers should have another tioned wrestlers are freshmen.
Byrnes said that Lorton was a don't end Ll'p high in our consuccessful· season.
In this part, Byrnes talks tree time state champion in · ference and also in nationals.
about inter-squad competition high sehool at Goldendale. Our competition is our key to.
for starting line-up berths, the Yon ago, from Lewis and success. We meet some .g ood
winning tradition in the Clark in Spokane, was a two teams and people during the
Eastern wrestling program and time placer in the Triple A · season which will prepare us
the upcoming freestyle match championships. Other for the national chamtomorrow · night against the freshmen who according to pionships," he said.
Eastern's season begins at
University · of British Colum- Byrnes have .. looked real
·
7:30
tomorrow night in the
good" are Worthingto·n,
bia.
Sp~cial Events Pavilion
The team has excellent , Wilcox. Ross and Adams.
. A winning tradition has against the u ·n iversity of
depth for the first time in years
and .Coach Byrnes said that d-eve_loped {n ·the Eagle British Columbia in a freeeveryone on the team is wrestling program and. Byrnes style match. Byrnes said that
pushing hard to gain a spot in- said, .. In the p.ast two year's the this match uses international
program has really made some style rules and should be very
the line · up.
interesting.
..
"'The team is pretty well accomplishments."
On Saturday the Eagles
The high point was when the
balanced as far as the weight
travel
to Coeur d'Alene to parclasses are concerned," said Eagles finished sixth ' in. the·
Byrnes...Our only problem is national in 1974. The momen- ticipate in the North Idaho
that we don't have ,a returning tum from that win'n ing ~,e ason Takedown Tournament.
starter at Heavyweight and
190 is also a question mark."
Byrnes hopes that Keith
Burns can work up from 177
to 190 and along with Bob
Altshuler from Columbia·

6-0

c·enl. Wash.
So. Oregon
West. Wash.
Ea5t. Ore.
Easl. Wash.

. Ore. Tech
1-5
This week's game: Southern Oregon al St.

.. The key to our success for
next year is improving our line
play," said Massengale... We
have the potential of being a
very good football team n·e xt

,

Ore. c·onege

All

.. We played well throughout ·
the year but lacked consistency . And because of injuries, we
never started the same
backfield two weeks in a row."
Begovich Connects
Marco Begovich 's sharppassing and Barry Satrz'
rather unorthodox place
kicking led the Eagles past
Western Montana.
Begovich, who came on
strong late in the season,
tossed three touchdown strikes
and Sartz booted field goals of
46 and a school and Evergreen
Conference record of 54 yards.
Pec;ause of raging winds up
to 50 miles per hour, Sartz approached the 'batl from the side
and ai'med for the corner. On
both of his F'G's the ball
curved over the goalposts.
The Eagles struck im.mediately into the contest
when To·m Bassett· hauled in a
20-yard Begovich touchdown
pass. Begovich then clicked
with Al Berta on a 46-yard
aerial toss and Sartz's 46yarder lifted Eastern to a 17-0
first quarter lead .
The Bulldogs tallied · the
only second period points on a
one-yard sneak by quarterback Shane Westfall.
The outcome was decided in
the third stanza as Begovich
hit Bassett with a 39-yarder
and Sartz kicked his recordshattering field goal from 54
yards out.
.. We could · not stop their
rushing game and they
couldn't stop our passing attack," said Massengale ... We
did very well throwing, considering the wind condition·s ."
.. It's alway~ good to end the
season with a win," he added.
Seniors Praised
Massengale praised the
seven Eagle seniors who have
concluded their collegiate
careers.
.. The seniors played well
against Western Montana and
they were the backbone of the
team this season," he said .
•• And Mike Richter deserves
a great deal of special recognition and I hope he gets that in
the form of being named AllAmerican. He's an outstanding leader and person, "
Massengale remarked .
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Blood Donor Rejections Numerous
The ROTC Blood Drive,
held last Thurs9ay and Friday
in the PUB, rejected an unusually high number of persons wishing to donate blood,
compared to previous drives
A significant number of
those rejections were said to
have been due to iron poor
blood.
Several nurses speculated
that the blame should be
placed on Tawanka Commons
for · nutritional deficiency in
the food they serve.
Although statistics were .not
available to examine the
validity of this speculation, it
has nonetheless caused concern among students eating at
Tawanka.
Results of the two-day drive
is as follows:
Thursday, Nov. 13-1,16
pts. total. 179 participated, 63
rejected.
Friday, ,Nov. 14-109 pts.
total, 184 participated, 15
rejected.
Totals-225 pts., 359 par. _ticipated, 138 rejected .
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